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Abstract 

In this article, a posteriori error analysis of a finite volume element method based 
on the nonconforming element for the two-dimensional Stokes equations is 
investigated. An explicit residual-based computable error indicators are presented 

and analyzed in .1H  

1. Introduction 

The use of a posteriori error estimators for estimating the global error 
as well as for obtaining information for adaptive techniques is, nowadays, 
a standard component of numerical codes for solving partial differential 
equations. 

Finite volume method is an important numerical tool for solving 
partial differential equations. It has been widely used in several 
engineering fields, such as fluid mechanics, heat and mass transfer, and 
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petroleum engineering. The method can be formulated in the finite 
difference framework or in the Petrov-Galerkin framework. Usually, the 
former one is called finite volume method [8, 17, 22], MAC (marker and 
cell) method [10] or cell-centered method [9], and the latter one is called 
finite volume element method (FVED) [16, 20, 30], covolume method [11] 
or vertex-centered method [6, 12]. We refer to the monographs [18, 28] for 
general presentations of these methods. The most important property of 
FVED is that, it can preserve the conservation laws (mass, momentum, 
and heat flux) on each control volume. This important property, combined 
with adequate accuracy and ease of implementation, has attracted more 
people to do research in this field. 

During the last two decades, there has been a rapid development in a 
posteriori error estimation and mesh adaptivity problems. In the specific 
case of the Stokes problem, the a posteriori error analysis for conforming 
finite element methods has now matured to a high level of sophistication, 
we refer to the works of Bank and Welfert [4, 5], and Verfrth [26] for the 
basic foundations, and to the papers [1, 21, 25, 27] and the references 
their for more details. For the nonconforming case, the a posteriori 
analysis is at a relatively primitive stage; for the 1P  triangular finite 
element of Crouzeix-Raviart [13], we refer to the important contributions 
of Dari et al. [14]; their analysis is based on two arguments: (a) the 
Helmholtz decomposition of the piecewise gradient of the velocity error 

,e∇  and (b) some orthogonality with respect to some conforming finite 

element space .c
hV  They obtained two sided bounds on the error 

measured in the energy norm. The a posteriori analysis of nonconforming 
quadrilateral elements is rather delicate in the fact that the argument (b) 
do not hold for some quadrilateral nonconforming finite elements, e.g., 

1NRQ  element. This is exacerbated by the fact that, for instance, the 

1NRQ  element does not contain an -1H conforming subspace with 
sufficient approximation properties. In [2], the authors established under 
two conditions (A1) and (A2) a unified framework for the a posteriori 
error analysis of a large class of nonconforming triangular or 
quadrilateral finite element schemes for the Stokes problem. 
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However, to the best of our knowledge, a posteriori error analysis of 
finite volume element methods for Stokes problem have few results. In 
this work, we aim to derive explicit residual-based computable error 
indicators for FVE approximation based on the nonconforming Crouzeix-

Raviart element of Stokes problem in 1H -norms, and we prove its 
reliability and efficiency without the Helmholtz decomposition of the 
error. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we 
give the problem setting and we recall some preliminary results, which 
will be very useful in the error estimates. In Section 3, we construct the 
finite volume element scheme. Finally, Section 4 is devoted to prove our 

main results; the reliability and efficiency of our estimator in -1H norm. 

2. The Problem Setting 

We consider the steady state Stokes equation 

,in Ω=∇+∆− fu p  

,in0div Ω=u   (1) 

,on0 Ω∂=u  

in a two-dimensional domain Ω  with polygonal boundary ,Ω∂  where 
( )21, uu=u  is a vector function representing the velocity field, p is a 

scalar function representing the pressure, and ( ( ))22 Ω∈ Lf  is the vector 
field of the external forces. Result concerning existence, uniqueness, and 
regularity of (1) may be found in [24]. We shall make the assumption that 
the data and solution of (1) are regular enough to guarantee the estimates 
presented below. 

We will use m⋅  and ( )DmDmm ,, and.,resp ⋅⋅⋅  to denote the 

norm and semi-norm of the Sobolev space ( ( )) ( ( ( )) ,.,resp dmdm DHH Ω  if 

D is a subset of ),Ω  .2,1=d  Let ( )Ω1
0H  be the standard Sobolev 

subspace of ( )Ω1H  of functions vanishing on .Ω∂  We define 
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( ( )) ( ),: 2
0

21
0 Ω×Ω= LHV  

where ( ) { ( ) }.0:: 22
0 =Ω∈=Ω ∫ΩqdxLqL  The scalar product and norm 

in ( )Ω2
0L  are denoted by the usual ( )Ω2L  inner product ( )⋅⋅,  and ,0⋅  

respectively. We introduce a bilinear form L  on VV ×  by 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,,,,,,:,,, VL ∈∀++= qqbpbaqp vuvvuvu  

where 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .div,,.,
2

1
dxqqbdxxvxua ii

i
uuvu ∫∫∑ ΩΩ=

−=∇∇=  

Then, a week formulation of (1) is to find a unique solution ( ) ,, V∈pu  as 

shown in [19], namely, 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) .,,,,,, VL ∈∀= qqp vvfvu   (2) 

It is well-known, [19], that L  satisfies the following inf-sup condition: 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) .0,,,supinf

0101,,
>β≥

++∈∈ c
qvpu qp

qp
vu
vuL

VV
 

We focus on the finite volume element discretization (FVED) of (2) based 
on the nonconforming Crouzeix-Raviart spaces of the lowest order [13]. 
Let hT  be a decomposition of Ω  into triangles with ,max Khh =  where 

Kh  is the diameter of the triangle .hK T∈  We denote by hE  be the 

edges of the ,hT  with in
hE  be the edges of the hT  that are not part of 

Ω∂  and with .\ in
hh

ext
h EEE =  For hK T∈  denote by ( )KEh  its set of 

edges, define ( )KEin
h  in a similar way, K  is the area of the triangle K, 

and ( )KnP  is the space of all polynomials defined on K with degree not 

greater than n. For ,hEe ∈  we denote by eK  be the triangle of ,hT  

which has e as a edge, e  be the length e, and em  be the midpoint of e. 
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Analogous to [26], we denote by Kω  be the union of all triangles, 
which have a common edge with the triangle KK ω~,  be the union of all 
triangles having a common point with the triangle eK ω,  be the set of all 
triangles, which have the common edge e, and eω~  be the union of all 
triangles having a common point with the edge e. 

The nonconforming Crouzeix-Raviart finite element space, associated 
with ,hT  is defined as [13] 

{ ( ) ;,:: 1
2

hKhhh KvLvV T∈∀∈Ω∈= P  

( ) ( ) ,,, h
in
heLheKh LKEemvmv T∈∈∀=  

;LKe ∩=  

( ) },,0 ext
heKh Eemv ∈∀=  

and hV  its vector counterpart. The space of piecewise constant functions 

in ( )Ω2
0L  is denoted by :hQ  

{ ( ) ( ) }.,:: 0
2
0 hhhh KKqLqQ T∈∀∈Ω∈= P  

We define 

,: hhh Q×= VV  

and we introduce a bilinear form hL  on ( ) ( )hh VVVV ⊕×⊕  by 

(( ) ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ),,,,:,,, hhhhhhhhhhh qbpbaqp uvvuvu ++=L  

( ) ,, hhh q V∈∀ v  

where 

( ) ( ) .div,,:, dxqqbdxa
KKKK hh

uuvuvu ∫∑∫∑
∈∈

−=∇∇=
TT

 

The Crouzeix-Raviart finite element discretization of (1) is to find 
( ) hhh p V∈,u  satisfying (see [13]) 
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(( ) ( )) ( ) ( ) .,,,,,, hhhhhhhhh qqp VL ∈∀= vvfvu   (3) 

Because, we consider a nonconforming discretization and introduce 
element-wise defined norms and semi-norms for ,hh Vv ∈  

( ) ( ) .:,: 2/12
0

22/12
hhhhhKh

K
kh vvvvv

h

+== ∑
∈T

 

We shall also make us of the standard conforming finite element space 

{ ( ) },,: 1
1
0 hKh KvHvM T∈∀∈Ω∈= P  

and denote by hM  its vector counterpart. 

In addition, we need the Clément-type interpolation operator or               
any other regularized conforming finite element approximation operator                 

:hI ( ( )) hH M→Ω 21
0  satisfying (see [23], [7]) 

,,~,1
2/1

,0 hKh KKCI K T∈∀≤− ωvvv   (4) 

,,~,1
2/1

,0
in
heh EeeCI

e
∈∀≤− ωvvv   (5) 

 .,~,1,1 hKh KCI
K

T∈∀≤− ωvvv  

Here and hereafter, the letter C, with or without index, denotes a generic 
constant, which depends only on the smallest angle of the triangles. 

3. Finite Volume Element Scheme 

In order to describe the FVED for solving (1), we construct a dual 

mesh ∗
hT  in the following way. For any ,hK T∈  we consider an 

arbitrary interior point hz  of K. We connect kz  with line segments to the 

vertices of K, thus partitioning K into three subtriangles ( )., KEeK he ∈  

Then with each side ,hEe ∈  we associate a quadrilateral ,eb so-called 
control volume, which consists of the union of the subregions eK  (see 
Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. A box .eb  

The set of all control volumes is simply { }.: heh EebB ∈=  Finally, we 

obtained a group of control volumes covering the domain ,Ω  which is 

called the dual partition ∗
hT  of the triangulation .hT  

We formulate the FVED for the problem (1) as follows. Given an edge 
,hEe ∈  integrating (1) over the associated control volume eb  and using 

Green’s formula, we obtain the local conservation property 

,fnun ∫∫∫ ∂∂∂
=+∇−

eee bbb
p  

where n denote the unit outer-normal of the domain under consideration. 

In addition, we have ,0div =∫ u
K

 for any triangle .hK T∈  Our finite 

volume element approximation of (1) is defined as a solution 
( ) hhh p V∈,u  satisfying the equation 

.div funnu ∫∫∫∫ ∂∂∂
=−+∇−

e
e

ee b
h

K
h

b
h

b
p  (6) 

The FVED is viewed as a perturbation of the finite element 

approximation with help of an interpolation operator ( ) →+Ω hhI V2: C  

hV  defined by 
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( ) ,: ee
Ee

hh mvI
in
h

φ= ∑
∈

v  

where 

{ ( ) },if,0,if,:: 0
2 Ω∂∈=/∈∈/Ω∈/= evEevLvV

ee b
in
hbh P  

hV  its vector counterpart and the functions { } in
hEee ∈φ  are defined by 



=φ

.elsewhere,0
,on,1 e

e
b  

Note that the sequence { } in
hEee ∈φ  form a basis of .hV  

The finite volume element approximation (6) can be rewritten in a 
variational form similar to the finite element problem. For hhv V∈  and 

,hQq ∈  we multiply the integral in (6) by ( )eh mv  and sum over all 
in
hEe ∈  to obtain 

(( ) ( )) ( ) ( ) ,,,,,,,~
hhhhhhhhhh qIqp VL ∈∀= vvfvu   (7) 

where 

(( ) ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ),,,,:,,,~
hhhhhhhhhhhhhh qbpbaqp uvvuvu ++=L  

( ) ,, hhh q V∈∀ v  

 with ( ( ) ) R→+Ω 21: hh VHa  and ( ) ( ( ) ) R→+Ω×Ω hh VHLb 12:  are 

defined by 

( ) ( ) ,:, vnwwv ∇⋅−= ∫∑ ∂
∈

ein
h

b
e

Ee
h ma  

 ( ) ( ) .:, nvvq qmb
ein

h
b

e
Ee

h ∫∑ ∂
∈

⋅=  
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The following Lemma 1, also proved in [15], gives the link between 
the finite element approximation (3) and the finite volume element 
formulation (7). 

Lemma 1 ([15]). The next identities hold, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,,,,, hhhhhhhhh qvwvawva VV ×∈∀=  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).,,,, 0 hhhhhhhhh qvqvbqvb TP×∈∀= V  

According to above lemma, we have 

(( ) ( )) (( ) ( )),,,,,,,~
hhhhhhhhhh rqrq wvwv LL =  

(( ) ( )) ,,,, hhhhhh rq VV ×∈∀ wv  

and the problem (7) is transformed into the variational form as follows: 
Find ( ) hhh p V∈,u  such that 

(( ) ( )) ( ) ( ) .,,,,,, hhhhhhhhhh qIqp VL ∈∀= vfvu v   (8) 

Problem (8) has a unique solution (see [13]). Let 

,:,: hhhh pp −=ε−= uue  

be the corresponding error. 

The interpolation operator hI  has the following properties [9, 29]: 

Lemma 2. Let eK h ,T∈  be the edge of K. For any ,hh V∈v  we have 

( ) ,0=−∫ hhh
K

I vv  

( ) ,0=−∫ hhh
e

I vv  

,1,,,0,,0 ∞≤≤≤− qChI KqhKKqhhh vvv  (9) 

  .,1,0 ee KhKKhhh ChI vvv ≤−  
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We will use the following error equation, which is obtained subtracting 
(2) and (8), we obtain 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( )) .,,,, 21
0 hhhhhhhhh HIba VMwwwfwwe ∩Ω≡∈∀−=ε+  

(10) 

4. Error Estimators Based on 
 the Residual 

In this section, we introduce the error estimators and prove their 
equivalence with the error. 

First, we introduce the jumps associated with the discrete solution 
( ) ., hhh p V∈u  Given an interior edge e, we choose an arbitrary normal 

direction en  and denote with +K  and −K  be the two triangles sharing 

this edge, such that en  pointing out of +K . 

 

When e is a boundary edge, en  is the outward normal. 

We define 

[( ) ] ( ) ( ) ,: eKhKheKhKheehh ppp nIunIunIu
++−−

−∇−−∇=−∇  

where I is the identity matrix, and as in [14], we use the notation 
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[( ) ]




Ω∂∈
∈−∇=

.if,0
,if,

, e
Eep in

heehh
ne

nIuJ  

Now, we define for any ,T∈K  the residual-based local a posteriori error 
estimator 

( )
,2

1 2
,0,

2
,0

2
ene

KEe
KhK eK

h

Jf ∑
∈

+=η  

and the global one, 

( ) ,2
12

K
K

η=η ∑  

where hf  is a polynomial approximation of f. 

First, we recall the following lemma: 

Lemma 3 ([25]). The following estimate holds 

( )
( ) ( ) .,,1sup

,1
0,1 21

0
KhhKhh

KhH
hhh

hh

Ce ε⋅∇−∇∇≤+ ∑
∈⊕∈

vvvVv
e

T

  

Theorem 1. Given a shape regular triangulation hT  and a fixed 
polynomial degree of the approximation hf  of f, then there are two 
constants 1C  and ,2C  which only depend on Ω  and on the smallest angle 
in ,hT  such that the global upper bound 

( ( )) ,2/12
,0

2
11 KhK

K
hh KC

h

ffe −+η≤ε+ ∑
∈T

 (11) 

and the local lower bound 

( ) ) ,,2/122/1
2 hhKhK KKC

KKK
T∈∀−+ε+∇≤η ωωω ffe  (12) 

hold. 

Proof. Let ( ( )) hHv V∩21
0 Ω∈  and ,hQq ∈  we have 

(( ) ( )) {( ) ( ) ( ) }..,,,,,, KhKhKh
K

hhh qq
h

evveve ∇+∇ε−∇∇=ε ∑
∈T

L  
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Recalling the error equation (10) with ,vw hh I=  and using the fact that 

,0. =∇ he  we obtain 

(( ) ( )) {( ( ))Khh
K

hhh Iq
h

vveve ∇−∇∇=ε ∑
∈

,,,,
T

L  

( ( )) ( ) }.,, KhhKhh III vvfvv −+∇−∇ε−  

Using, partial integration over each element K and the fact that 

( ) ( ) { ( ( )) ( )},div,:,div 222 Ω∈Ω∈=Ω∈−∇ LLpI wwHu  the relation 
above yields 

(( ) ( )) { ( )vvfve h
KK

hhh Iq
h

−⋅=ε ∫∑
∈T

L ,,,  

( ) ( )vvnu hhh
K

Ip −⋅−∇− ∫∂  

( ( ))}vvf hhh
K

III −⋅+ ∫  

{( )
( )

( )vvJvvf hne
eKEe

Kh
K

II
hh

−⋅−−= ∫∑∑
∈∈

,2
1,

T

 

  ( ( ))}., vvf hhh III −+  

Applying Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, (5), (4), and (9), we conclude that 

(( ) ( ))qhhh ,,, ve εL  

{ KhKhKhKh
K

II
h

,0,0,0,0 vvffvvf −−+−≤ ∑
∈T

 

( ) ( ) KhhhKhKhhhKh IIIIII ,0,0,0,0 vvffvvf −−+−+  

( )
}ehne

KEe
I

h
,0,2

1 vvJ −+ ∑
∈

 

{
KK

h
KhKh

K
KKC ωω

∈

−+≤ ∑ ~,1,0
2/1

~,1,0
2/1 vffvf

T
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KK KhKh KK ωω −++ ~,1,0
2/1

~,1,0
2/1 vffvf  

( )
}.2

1
~,1,

2/1
K

h
ne

KEe
e ω

∈
∑+ vJ  

Thus, 

(( ) ( )) ( ) ( ).,,, ~,1
2/1

,0
2

K
h

KhK
K

hhh Cq ω
∈

−+η≤ε ∑ vffve
T

L  

The First estimate (11) follows from the Lemma 3. In order to prove the 
second estimate (12), let ,hK T∈  we define 

,: 2/3
hKK bK fw =  

where Kb  is the standard bubble function of the element K. We have 

.2
,0

2/3
Kh

KKh CK wff ∫=  

Using (2) and the fact that ( ) ,0, =∇∇ Kh wu  we have 

( ) ( ) ( )KKhKKhKKhKhKC wwewfff div,,,2
,0

2/3 ε−∇∇+−≤  

 ( ) KKKhKhKKKh ,0,0,0,0,0 wewff ∇ε+∇+−≤  

 { } .,0,0,0
2/1

,0 KhKhKhKh KK feff ε+∇+−≤  

We obtain 

( ).,0,0,0
2/1

,0
2/1

KhKhKhKh KCK ε+∇+−≤ efff   (13) 

Next, let ( ).KEe h∈  We define 

,: , neeee Pbe Jw =  

where ( )ee Hb ω∈ 1
0  is the standard bubble function of e, and :eP  

( ) ( )eLeL ω→ ∞∞  is the prolongation operator introduced in [26]. 
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Using scaling argument, partial integration and the fact that 
( ) ( ),,div Ω∈−∇ Hu pI  we get 

[( ) ] eeehh
e

ne peC wnIuJ ⋅−∇≤ ∫,  

[( ) ] eeehh
e

wnIe ⋅ε−∇−= ∫  

( ) .div. ehh
KK

eh
e

eh
ee

wewwe ε∇−∆−ε+∇∇−= ∫∑∫∫
ω⊂ωω

 

We also have, using scaling arguments: 

eheh
ee

wwe div. ε+∇∇− ∫∫ ωω
 

( )
eee ehhC ωωω ∇ε+∇≤ ,0,0,0 we  

( ) .,0,
2/1

,0,0 enehh eC
ee

Je ωω ε+∇≤  (14) 

Furthermore, it holds 

( ) ehh
KK e

we ε∇−∆− ∫∑
ω⊂

 

e
KK e

wf∫∑
ω⊂

=  

{ }KeKhKeKh
K e

,0,0,0,0 wfwff +−≤ ∑
ω⊂

 

( ) .,0,
2/1

,0
2/1

,0
2/1

eneKhKh
K

eKKC
e

Jfff +−≤ ∑
ω⊂

 (15) 

Combining inequality (13), (14), and (16), we obtain 

{ }.,0
2/1

,0,0,0,
2/1

Kh
K

hhene KCe
e

ee
ffe −+ε+∇≤ ∑

ω⊂
ωωJ  (16) 

This completes the proof of the Theorem 1. 
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